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Abstract—In this paper, we present a data decomposition method for multi-dimensional data, aiming at realizing multi graphics processing unit (GPU) acceleration of a compute unified device architecture (CUDA) code written for a single GPU. Our multi-dimensional method extends a previous method that deals with one-dimensional (1-D) data. The method performs a sample run of selected GPU threads to decompose large data into small segments, which avoid exhaustion of GPU memory. As compared with the previous method, our multi-dimensional method produces smaller segments, so that it saves GPU memory consumption and reduces the amount of CPU-GPU data transfer. As a result of experiments using matrix multiplication, the presented method consumed less GPU memory compared with that of the previous method, and thereby successfully processed 29 times larger matrices as long as the matrices fit into CPU memory. However, we found that index transformation needed for multi-dimensional decomposition dropped the effective performance by 28%.

1. Introduction

The graphics processing unit (GPU) [1], which is capable of running millions of parallel threads, is an accelerator device for graphics applications. This emerging device typically achieves a 10 times speedup over the CPU not only for traditional graphics applications [2] but also for general-purpose applications [3] in the fields of fluid dynamics, machine learning, and bioinformatics [4]. One drawback of this accelerator device is that the capacity of GPU memory is at most 16 GB, which restricts the problem size to be handled on the device. Consequently, multi-GPU systems are usually deployed to tackle the same problem size as that solved by CPU-based implementations.

In general, multi-GPU applications require more development efforts than single-GPU applications. For example, the compute unified device architecture (CUDA) [5], or a widely used framework for the NVIDIA GPU [1], requires application developers to largely rewrite their single-GPU code [6]; they must find out the best data decomposition scheme that maximizes the performance on the device. Moreover, developers have to transform the indexing scheme between the original data and the decomposed data, which usually have different indexes due to data decomposition. Thus, multi-GPU programming is more complicated and time consuming than single-GPU programming.

To facilitate multi-GPU programming, Kim et al. [7] presented a runtime framework that realized a single compute image in OpenCL [8] for multiple GPUs. Their framework assumes that the input single-GPU code satisfies a constraint but there is no need to modify the code for multi-GPU execution. To automate data decomposition, their runtime performs a sample run of the GPU code (i.e., the kernel function), which estimates the memory region that will be accessed by GPU threads. This sample run is conducted on the CPU before invoking the GPU code; the constraint mentioned above reduces the number of GPU threads to be simulated for estimating the memory access behavior of the entire GPU thread. According to this estimation, the data are decomposed into smaller segments.

Although this estimation is useful for automating data decomposition, the memory access region is specified with a one-dimensional (1-D) addressing scheme, as depicted in Fig. 1. With this 1-D scheme, segments for multi-dimensional data can include redundant elements that will not be accessed during execution. For example, the segment in Fig. 1 includes unaccessed elements in several columns because its region is specified only along the vertical axis. A 2-D addressing scheme, which restricts columns and rows, is necessary to exclude such unaccessed columns from the segment.

In this paper, we present a data decomposition method for multi-dimensional data that cannot be entirely stored in the GPU memory. The presented method minimizes redundant elements in produced segments. To achieve this, the method extends the previous method [7] such that it specifies the memory region with a multi-dimensional addressing scheme where the necessary region is restricted with every dimension that composes the data. We also show that a naive extension of the previous method fails to correctly decompose multi-dimensional data. The key idea for obtaining correct decomposition is precomputation of specific operations, which temporarily replaces variables with constant values before a sample run of the GPU code. Similar to the previous method [7], our method is applicable to arbitrary kernels in which memory references are given as affine functions of the thread and thread block indexes.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
related studies on data decomposition methods for GPU codes. Section 3 summarizes the previous method [7] and some issues that must be solved for multi-dimensional data decomposition. Section 4 then presents our method and Section 5 shows some experimental results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the paper with future work.

2. Related Work

Müller et al. presented the CUDA system architecture (CUDASA) framework [9], capable of assisting application developers in developing multi-node, multi-GPU systems. This framework extended the hierarchies of CUDA threads and memories to allow a CUDA-like code to run on a multi-node, multi-GPU system. Kim et al. developed the SnuCL runtime system [10] capable of running multi-GPU code on a multi-node system with hiding inter-node communication. These frameworks significantly reduced development efforts needed for load balancing over multiple devices. However, application developers have to explicitly decompose large data in their application code.

As for automated data decomposition, Luk et al. proposed the Qilin system [11], which automated data decomposition by applying data dependence analysis to the GPU code. Similarly, Ji et al. [12] developed a runtime library, named Region-based Software Virtual Memory (RSVM), which hid data decomposition from application developers. These studies automated data decomposition but enforced application developers to rewrite their code with unique programming models and application programming interfaces (APIs). Such unique description increases programming efforts because code modification is needed to (1) transfer data between the CPU and GPU, (2) invoke the GPU code, and (3) access variables in the GPU code.

To hide data decomposition from application developers, Lee et al. [13], [14] presented a programming framework that can run a single-GPU code on a multi-GPU system. Similar to Kim’s decomposition method [7], their framework analyzed the memory access behavior to automate data decomposition. The difference over Kim’s method is that the entire thread is examined, so that various applications can be applied without any constraint; however, the analysis overhead, which is larger than Kim’s method, is an issue that must be resolved for large-scale applications.

Some researchers [15], [16] tried static approaches to run a single-GPU code on a multi-GPU system. For example, Cabezas et al. [15] presented a compiler analysis approach that automated parallelization of kernels in shared-memory multi-GPU nodes. As compared with Lee’s framework [14], their approach increased the maximum problem size that can be executed on a multi-GPU system. However, these static approaches assume that the data size is smaller than the total capacity of GPU memories. In contrast, our sampling approach can deal with out-of-core data, which cannot be entirely stored in GPU memories.

The CUDA provides some functionalities to facilitate large-scale computation on GPUs. Unified memory [5] provides a shared memory space to hide data transfer between the CPU and GPU. Mapped memory [5] allows GPU threads to directly refer data stored on the CPU memory. These functionalities are useful to write an application code without explicit data decomposition. However, the achieved performance is usually not satisfactory due to the limitation of static analysis; on-demand data transfer between the CPU and GPU degrades the performance.

Directive-based programming, such as OpenMP [17] and OpenACC [18], is an attractive approach to port CPU code onto a parallel machine with low efforts. In this approach, application developers have to add some compiler directives into their sequential code, which is then compiled with a parallelization compiler. Anonymous et al. [19] extended OpenACC directives to realize GPU-based out-of-core stencil computation accelerated with a software pipeline. OpenMPC [20] extended the OpenMP specification such that an OpenMP-like code can be accelerated on a CUDA-compatible GPU. Sabne et al. then automated pipelined execution of large data for an OpenMPC code. These directive-based approaches minimize programming efforts but some device-specific optimization cannot be applied due to their high-level description. By contrast, our CUDA-based approach allows device-specific optimization to be explicitly described in the code.

3. Kim’s Previous Method

Given an OpenCL code [8] written for a single-GPU system, the previous method [7] accelerates the code on a multi-GPU system. The method automates data decomposition by assuming that the input code satisfies a certain constraint. Figure 2 shows a processing flow of the previous method. The method performs a sample run of a GPU code, namely a kernel function, before executing the code on the GPU. This sample run on the CPU estimates the memory access region for every task. A task here consists of computation assigned to a set of work-groups (i.e., thread blocks in the CUDA context), and different tasks are data-independent based on the constraint of the OpenCL programming model. According to this estimated region, large data are decomposed into small segments, each necessary for an execution
of a task. Thus, the segment size depends on the number of work-groups associated with a task. The generated segments are then transferred from CPU memory to GPU memory to accelerate their corresponding tasks on the GPU. Data-independent tasks are assigned to devices with a flexible task scheduling mechanism.

Note that the constraint assumed above is necessary to reduce the number of GPU threads to be sampled before data decomposition. Suppose here that array \( A \) is to be decomposed into segments, and its \( n \)-th element \( A[n] \) is accessed in the GPU code, as shown in Fig. 3. Then, the constraint is that the index \( n \) of the target array is given by an affine function of the work-item ID \( (l_1, l_2, l_3) \) and the work-group ID \( (l_4, l_5, l_6) \) (i.e., the thread index and the thread block index, respectively, in the CUDA context). That is,

\[
f(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) = \sum_{i=0}^{6} (a_i \times l_i),
\]

where \( a_i \) (\( 0 \leq i \leq 6 \)) is a constant value common to all GPU threads, and \( l_6 = 1 \) is a dummy variable that simplifies description. For an example of Fig. 3, we have \( a_0 = 0 \), \( a_1 = 1, a_2 = s, a_3 = w, a_4 = sw, a_5 = wh, \) and \( a_6 = wh \), each confirmed as a constant value when invoking the GPU code. In this case, Theorem 1 can be applied to Eq. (1).

**Theorem 1.** Given affine function \( f(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_n) \) of \( n \) variables, its least upper bound (greatest lower bound) can be obtained when all \( l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_n \) get the maximum values (minimum values, respectively).

Therefore, for the GPU code that satisfies the constraint mentioned above, the memory access region of the entire thread can be estimated by performing a sample run of selected threads that have the minimum/maximum ID \( l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6 \); there is no need to sample all threads.

Figure 4 shows a sampling code generated for the GPU code presented in Fig. 3. This code runs on a CPU to estimate the memory access region for every task. The sampling code Records the memory access region of the threads specified with their work-item ID and the work-group ID, \( _l1, \_l2, \ldots, \_l6 \).

**Figure 3.** An example of GPU code.

**Figure 4.** An example of sampling code generated for the GPU code presented in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 1, data segments of the previous method can include redundant elements for multi-dimensional data because it specifies the memory region with a 1-D addressing scheme. Such redundant elements not only waste the GPU memory but also increase the CPU-GPU data transfer time, which can degrade the entire performance.

### 3.1. Issues for Multi-Dimensional Decomposition

One can easily apply the previous method to multi-dimensional data by mapping a 1-D memory address, namely the output of the previous method, to a multi-dimensional memory address. That is, as shown in Fig. 5(a), a data segment can be produced as a bounding rectangle whose corners are specified with the least upper bounds, \( U_x \) and \( U_y \), and the greatest lower bounds, \( L_x \) and \( L_y \), for each dimension (\( x \) and \( y \)).

Given an element in a 3-D array of size \( X \times Y \times Z \), its 1-D address \( f(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) \), where \( 0 \leq f(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) < XYZ \), can be mapped to a 3-D address \((g_x, g_y, g_z)\), where \( 0 \leq g_x < X \), \( 0 \leq g_y < Y \), and \( 0 \leq g_z < Z \), as follows.

\[
g_x(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) = f(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) \% X, \quad (2)
g_y(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) = f(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) / X \% Y, \quad (3)
g_z(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) = f(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) / X / Y, \quad (4)
\]

where \( g_x \), \( g_y \), and \( g_z \) represent the address in the \( x \)-axis, that in the \( y \)-axis, and that in the \( z \)-axis, respectively, and \( \% \) is a modulo operator.

Although this mapping approach specifies the memory region with a 3-D address, the modulo operations in Eqs. (2) and (3) do not satisfy the constraint required for Theorem 1. That is, neither \( g_x \) nor \( g_y \) is an affine function of
Figure 5. Estimating the memory access region for multi-dimensional data. (a) The estimated region is specified with four corners, corresponding to the least upper bounds, $U_x$ and $U_y$, and the greatest lower bounds, $L_x$ and $L_y$, for each dimension ($x$ and $y$). (b) A naive extension results in wrong estimation, whereas (c) the proposed extension produces correct estimation.

$l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6$. Owing to this failure, the mapping approach results in an incorrect decomposition, as depicted in Fig. 5(b); in this example, the accessed region consists of two pieces, one existing in the left-most columns and the other existing in the right-most columns, but the estimated region excludes them. Thus, another approach is necessary to obtain a correct decomposition for multi-dimensional data.

4. Proposed Data Decomposition Method

Our data decomposition method takes three inputs to produce data segments for multi-GPU execution: (1) a single-GPU code, (2) the size $X \times Y \times Z$ of the array to be decomposed, and (3) the number of decompositions (i.e., segments). Similar to the previous method [7], we assume that the input code satisfies the constraint mentioned in Section 3.

4.1. Estimating Memory Access Region for Multi-Dimensional Data

The key idea for correct estimation is to regard sizes $X$ and $Y$ in Eqs. (2) and (3) as constant values in the GPU code. In general, these sizes are coded as variables that can be changed at runtime, but they are usually fixed when invoking the GPU code from the CPU code. This interpretation eliminates the modulo operations by precomputation, which can be conducted before invoking the GPU code. Consequently, Eqs. (2)–(4) can be regarded as affine functions as follows.

$$g_x(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) = \sum_{i=0}^{6} \left( (a_i \% X) \times l_i \right), \quad (5)$$

$$g_y(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) = \sum_{i=0}^{6} \left( (a_i / X \% Y) \times l_i \right), \quad (6)$$

$$g_z(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_6) = \sum_{i=0}^{6} \left( (a_i / X / Y) \times l_i \right). \quad (7)$$

For example, our precomputation replaces $a_i \% X$ in Eq. (5) with a constant value, namely a coefficient of an affine function. Notice that Eqs. (5) and (6) are not equivalent to Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively; for example, Eq. (2) implies $0 \leq g_x < X$, which is not always true in Eq. (5). When $g_x \leq X$, our method detects multiple pieces in a segment, which we discuss below.

For an example of Fig. 5(c), where the memory access region is separated into two pieces, the proposed method detects multiple pieces in a segment. This detection can be done as follows. Let $U_x$ and $L_x$ be the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound along the $x$-axis, respectively. The accessed region then consists of a single piece if $U_x < X$; elements in range $[L_x, U_x]$ are regarded as a segment. Otherwise, two pieces existing in ranges $[0, U_x \% X]$ and $[L_x, X - 1]$ can be merged into a segment. Thus, the proposed method successfully estimates the correct region for arbitrary cases that satisfy the constraint.

4.2. Index Transformation

In general, data decomposition reduces the memory usage but it changes the indexing scheme after decomposition. Let $C_1$ be the original indexing scheme defined over the entire data. Let $C_2$ also be the indexing scheme defined for a separated segment. The GPU code then must be correctly translated with mapping $C_1$ to $C_2$.

Figure 6 shows a geometric relation between the original 3-D array and its separated segment. A rectangular enclosed with lines represents the original array of size $X \times Y \times Z$. 

Figure 6. The coordinate systems for a 3-D array before and after decomposition. An element at $f_1$ in the $xyz$-coordinate system corresponds to that at $f_2$ in the $uvw$-coordinate system.
whereas that enclosed with dashed lines represents a segmented array of size \( U \times V \times W \). A 1-D memory address \( f_1 \) in the original scheme \( C_1 \), where \( 0 \leq f_1 < XYZ \), then can be transformed to a 1-D memory address \( f_2 \) in the decomposed scheme \( C_2 \), where \( 0 \leq f_2 < UVW \), as follows.

\[
 f_2 = \left( f_1 \% X - o_x \right) + \left( f_1 / X \% Y - o_y \right) \times U + \left( f_1 / X / Y - o_z \right) \times U \times V, \tag{8} \]

where \( (o_x, o_y, o_z) \) is a 3-D coordinate of the original array that corresponds to the origin of the segment (i.e., decomposed array).

### 5. Experimental Results

We compared the proposed method with the previous method \([7]\) in terms of the GPU memory usage and the effective performance. To do this, we applied both methods to matrix multiplication code of the CUDA software development kit (SDK) and measured their performance on a dual-GPU system (see Table 1). The comparable codes are summarized as follows.

1. The original single-GPU code. This code computes matrix multiplication \( C = A \times B \) for matrix size \( N \times N \).
2. The previous multi-GPU code. This code was generated by the previous method, which deployed a 1-D addressing scheme. As depicted in Fig. 7(a), matrices \( A \) and \( C \) were segmented with a 1-D block scheme. Note that matrix \( B \) cannot be segmented because columns in \( B \) are necessary to compute a row block in \( C \).
3. The proposed multi-GPU code. This code was generated by the proposed method. All matrices \( A, B, \) and \( C \) were segmented with a 2-D block scheme (Fig. 7(b)).

Note that the original code can multiply matrices as long as the matrices can be stored entirely on GPU memory. By contrast, this limitation is relaxed by data decomposition, which allows matrices to be larger than the capacity of GPU memory. However, both the proposed and previous methods assume that the entire matrix is stored in CPU memory. In the following discussion, let \( M \) be the number of data decompositions (i.e., segments). We assume that \( M \) is a square of an arbitrary integer.

The proposed and previous codes were accelerated with a software pipeline that overlapped CPU-GPU data transfer with GPU code execution. To realize this, both codes were implemented with an asynchronous CUDA APIs and double buffers; the buffer size was set to 6 GB per GPU, namely half of the capacity of GPU memory. Generated tasks were assigned to devices in a cyclic manner to achieve load balancing.

#### 5.1. GPU Memory Usage

We analytically evaluated the proposed method with respect to the GPU memory usage estimated from the segment size. Recall here that the previous method fully included matrix \( B \) into segments. For a matrix of size \( N \times N \), the segment size of the previous method is given by

\[
4 \times N^2 \times \left( \frac{1}{M} + 1 + \frac{1}{M} \right) = 4N^2 \frac{M + 2}{M}, \tag{9} \]

while that of the proposed method is given by

\[
4 \times N^2 \times \left( \frac{\sqrt{M}}{M} + \frac{\sqrt{M}}{M} + \frac{1}{M} \right) = 4N^2 \frac{2\sqrt{M} + 1}{M}. \tag{10} \]

Note that matrix elements were stored in float arrays and the segment sizes were given in bytes.

According to Eqs. (9) and (10), we investigated how the number \( M \) of decompositions affected the segment size. Figure 8 shows the relation between \( M \) and the segment size for a fixed matrix size of 40,000 \( \times \) 40,000. Without data decomposition, the matrices required 19.2 GB of memory space, so that the original CUDA SDK code failed to run due to the exhaustion of GPU memory.

By contrast, the proposed method successfully reduced the segment size from 19.2 GB to 0.8 GB by increasing \( M \) with a 2-D block scheme. Consequently, our method allows large matrices to be multiplied correctly as long as they are small enough for GPU memory. For example, for large matrices of size 40,000 \( \times \) 40,000, \( M = 9 \) segments are sufficient to reduce the segment size to approximately 5 GB, which can be stored in a double buffer.

Similarly, the previous method reduced the segment size, but it consumed 6.4 GB of memory space. As we mentioned
above, the 1-D block scheme requires the entire matrix $B$, and thereby the segment size is at least $4N^2$ in bytes. Therefore, for large matrices of size $40,000 \times 40,000$, the segment size was larger than the buffer size of 6 GB. In this case, multi-GPU execution failed for arbitrary $M$.

5.2. Maximum Matrix Size

We next investigated the maximum matrix size that could be successfully processed on the experimental machine (Table 2). Table 2 clearly shows that the reduced segment size increased the maximum matrix size. The original single-GPU code resulted in an execution failure if the matrices $A$, $B$, and $C$ consumed approximately 11 GB of memory space, which was close to the capacity of GPU memory; the maximum matrix size reached $31,584 \times 31,584$. The proposed method relaxed this limitation to the capacity of CPU memory (instead of that of GPU memory), and thereby the maximum matrix size reached $207,680 \times 207,680$, which was 44 times larger than the original size; a memory space of 482 GB, which was close to the capacity of CPU memory, was consumed for this problem size.

By contrast, the previous method increased the maximum matrix size to $38,496 \times 38,496$, which was 49% larger than the original size but was 1/29 of that achieved by the proposed method. According to Eq. (9), the segment size was approximately 6 GB for this size, which was equivalent to the buffer size. Thus, the 2-D block scheme rather than the 1-D block scheme is necessary to take advantage of data decomposed matrix multiplication.

Recall that compiler-based methods [15], [16] assume that the entire data can fit into the total capacity of GPU memories. For example, AMGE [15] running on four Tesla K40 GPUs processed the maximum matrix size of $48,900 \times 48,900$, which was 1/18 of that processed with our method.

5.3. Effective Performance

We measured the effective performance of each code with varying the matrix size $N \times N$ from $6400 \times 6400$ to $64,000 \times 64,000$. Figure 9 shows the effective performance in giga floating point number operations per second (GFLOPS); we varied the number $M$ of decompositions from $1^2$ to $16^2$ to find the highest performance given by $2N^3/T$, where $T$ is the best execution time, including CPU-GPU data transfer time.

By comparing single-GPU performance, the previous method was slightly faster than the original method. By contrast, the proposed method was 28% slower than the previous method for relatively small matrices. A similar performance behavior was observed for dual-GPU performance (27% slowdown). This performance degradation was due to the overhead needed for index transformation. As we mentioned in Section 4.2, the proposed method transforms indexes at every memory access in the GPU code. A similar transformation is needed for the previous method, but only one subtraction operation is sufficient for the 1-D block scheme. By contrast, the 2-D block scheme requires 13 operations, containing modulo, division, multiplication, and subtraction operations, as presented in Eq. (8). These operations increased the kernel execution time as compared with that of the previous method.

Figure 9 also shows that the effective performance was stable for different matrix sizes even though the required memory space exceeded the capacity of GPU memory. As compared with the proposed method, the previous method consumed more GPU memory and spent longer time to transfer segments between the CPU and GPU, but this drawback was not clearly observed; the software pipeline successfully overlapped CPU-GPU data transfer with kernel execution, and moreover, the kernel execution rather than CPU-GPU data transfer was the performance bottleneck, which determined the entire performance. Therefore, the drawback of the previous method was not a critical issue for matrix multiplication.

Note that the effective performance slightly dropped for small matrices of size $6400 \times 6400$; a load imbalance issue occurred for such small matrices, which limit the number $M$ of segments. For example, both the proposed and previous methods dropped the performance by 10% when $M = 3$ on
dual-GPU execution. Thus, finding the appropriate number $M$ of decompositions is the key to maximize the effective performance.

The speedup of dual-GPU execution over single-GPU execution was approximately a factor of two for both the proposed and previous methods. In general, the overhead of data decomposition increases with the number $M$ of decompositions, but such performance degradation could not be observed in Fig. 9. For example, for matrices of size $32,000 \times 32,000$, the proposed method achieved the maximum performance of 535 GFLOPS on two GPUs when $M = 6$, which was close to 531 GFLOPS obtained when $M = 16$. Consequently, we think that matrix multiplication can scale its performance with the number of GPUs as long as the effective bandwidth of the PCIe bus increases with the number of GPUs.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a data decomposition method for multi-dimensional data, aiming at accelerating a single-GPU code on a multi-GPU system. Our method extends a previous method [7], namely a data decomposition method for 1-D data, such that multi-dimensional data can be decomposed into small segments. Similar to the previous method, our method produces data segments by performing a sample run of selected GPU threads, assuming that the indexes of accessed arrays are given by affine functions of thread and thread block indexes. To realize this, our method precomputes and eliminates modulo operations, which avoid array indexes from being interpreted as affine functions. This precomputation correctly produces smaller segments, which not only save the GPU memory usage but also reduce CPU-GPU data transfer time.

In experiments, we evaluated the presented and previous methods in terms of the memory usage and the effective performance on a dual-GPU system. To do so, we manually applied our method to matrix multiplication code of the CUDA SDK. As compared with the previous method, our method successfully processed 29 times larger matrices, which can be entirely stored in CPU memory but cannot fit into the GPU memory. However, our multi-dimensional method made index transformation more complicated than the previous 1-D method, and thus, the transformation overhead dropped the entire performance by 28%. In summary, our method is useful for dealing with large data that cannot be naively processed due to the exhaustion of GPU memory.

Future work includes automated code generation.
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